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Albergati, Fabio, –, –, –
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Bruni and, 
Cicero and, –
civic virtue and, –
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Machiavelli and, –
wealth and, 
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–, , –, –
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, –
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Augustine, , –
Augustus, –
De l’authorité du Roy (Belloy), –

Barbaro, Francesco, 
beasts, –, 
Bédé, Jean, –
Belloy, Pierre de, –, –
Bellum Gallicum (Caesar), –, 
bene vivendum, –
Benvento, Roffreda da, –
Birck, Sixt, 
Boccaccio, –
Bodin, Jean, , , –, , –.

See also specific texts
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citizenship and, –

Arnisaeus and, –
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bona externa, –
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commonwealth and, 
community and, 
conjugal relationship and, –
consummation and, 
divine inspiration and, 
equality and, –
family and, –, –, –,

–

right ordering of, –
role of, –

female rule and, 
gender and, –
happiness and, –
on holy flame of friendship, –
ideology of order advocated by, –
imperium and, –
Justinian and, 
Le Roy and, –
marriage and, –, –, –
monarchical sovereignty, –
Montecatini and, –

morality and, –
oeconomics and, –
paterfamilias and, 
patria potestas and, , 
Plato and, –
polis and, –
politics and, –, 
Politics and, –
power and, 
on reason, –
republique and, 
res publica and, –
Roman Law and, –, –
rule and, 
separation and, –
sociability and, 
sovereignty and, –, 
Tiraqueau and, –
vocabulary of state, –
women and, 

legal status of, –
bona externa, –
Bonfante, 
Borgia, Cesare, –, 
Bracciolini, Poggio, –
breastfeeding, –
Brèche, Jean, –
Brett, Annabel, 
Brundage, James, 
Bruni, Leonardo, –, –, –, –,

–

Alberti and, 
Cicero and, –
on citizens, –
on domestic sphere, –
downfall of Roman Empire,

–

Florence and, 
on husbands and wives, 
Lefèvre d’Étaples and, –, 
Oeconomica and, –, , 
Oeconomica translated by, , 
on oeconomics and politics, –
William of Moerbeke and, 

Brutus, Junius, –
Budé, Guillaume, –
Burckhardt, Jacob, 
bürgerliche Gesellschaft, 

Caesar, Julius, –, 
canon law, , –, –, –
Cantiuncula, Claudius, –
celibacy, –
Chauviré, Roger, 
chef de famille, –
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children, –, , –, , –
communal care of, –
fathers and, 
Machiavelli and, 
natural law and, –
Palmieri and, –

Christ, –
Christianity, –
Chrysostom, John, –
Church Fathers, 
Cicero, , , –, –, , , , .

See also specific texts
Acciaiuoli and, , 
Alberti and, –
Bruni and, –
citizenship and, –
on marriage, –
Marso and, –
Oeconomica, 
oikeiosis and, –
res publica and, –
seminarium rei publicae, 
Varro and, –
virtue and, 

Cinquecento, , –, 
citizens, 

Bruni on, –
non-citizens and, 
res publica, relationship of citizens to, 
wives and, –

citizenship, –, 
Bodin and, , –
Cicero and, –
definitions of, 
gender and, –
necessities of, –
participative, 
Rome and, –
slavery and, –

cittadini, 
city, –, , –. See also civitas; polis

Aristotle on, –
domus and, –
form and order of, –
genesis of, –
good life and, –
household and, –, –, –
Acciaiuoli on, –

household prioritas over, 
Machiavelli on friendship and, , –
marriage and, 
material side, 
Oeconomica and, 
personalised, 
singularity of, 

city-states, , –, –
civic concord, 
civic humanism, –
civic life, 
civic relationships, 
civic virtue, –
civilis, , 
civility, 
civitas, , , , , –, 

exclusion from, –
family and, , 
imperium patrisfamilias and, 
politics and, 
res publica and, , –, , –, 

De Civitate Dei (Augustine), 
civitates, –
Clichtove, Josse, 
Code of Justinian, –
coemptio, –
coital theory, 
coitus, –
common good, , , –
commonwealth, –

Bodin and, 
daily life of, 
downfall of, 
family and, –
felicité and, 
happiness and, –
private sphere of, 
procreation and, 
property and, 
virtue and, –

communis societas, , 
community, , –, –, , –, –,

, –. See also political community
Bodin and, 
children and, –
desire for, 
fostering, 
of households, –
individual and, , 
law and, 
oeconomics and, –
perfectibility of, 
of property, –
roots of, 
stability of, , 
well-being of, –

concord, –
concordia ordinum, –, 
concubinage, 
confarreatio, –
conjugal, , 
conjugal power, , 
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conjugal relationship, –, –, –
Bodin and, –
structure of, 

conjugal rule, –
conjugal society, –
conjunction of male and female, –
Connan, François, –
Considerazioni (Guicciardini), 
constitutions, –, –, 
consummation, –

Bodin and, 
canon law and, –

contemplation, –, –
Conti Odorisio, Ginevra, –
Corpus Iuris Civilis, –, –, –
corruption, –
corruzione, –
Council of Trent, , 
creativity, –
culture, 
cupiditas, –

Decalogue, , 
Decemvirs, –, –
Decline and Fall (Gibbon), 
Desan, Sabine, –
Descrittione dell’ Affrica (Africanus), 
Digest, –, , , –, , –

marriage and, 
women and, 

disciplina domestica, –
discord, , 
discordi, –
Discorsi (Machiavelli), , –, –, –

corruzione and, –
Fortuna and, 

De i discorsi politici (Albergati), –
Discourses (Machiavelli), 
De divinatione (Cicero), –
divine inspiration, 
divine law, –
divine rights theory of kingship, –
division of labour, 
divorce, –, –
De Doctrina Christiana (Augustine), –
domestic animal, –
domestic education, –
domestic life, , 
domestic society, 
domestic sphere, –

conjugal and, 
political community and, 

domus, , –, –, –, 
city and, –
politics and, 

Dreiständetheorie (Luther), –
droict et ordre, –
droit gouvernement, –

earthly republic, –
education, –
equality, –, , –, –
Bodin and, –
marriage and, –
property, 

Erasmus of Rotterdam, 
ethical sub-disciplines, 
ethics, –, –, –, –
Ethics (Aristotle), –, –, –
eudaimonia, –
Eudemian Ethics (Aristotle), 
Eve, , –
De l’Excellence de Roy (Le Roy), –
exclusion, –, –
extra civitatem, , –, 

Fabius Maximus, –
factions, –
Della Famiglia (Alberti), , –, –,

–

familia, –, –, –
family
Aristotle and, –
Bodin and, –, –, –, –

right ordering of, –
role of, –

civitas and, , 
commonwealth and, –
law and, –
love and, –
natural family-associations, –
naturalness, –
paternal sovereignty and, –
political family structure, 
politics and, 
republica and, –
res publica and, –
right ordering of, –
role of, –
Roman Law and, –
self-sufficient, –
sovereignty and, , –
wealth and, –

family life, –, , –
reappraisal of, –
state and, 

farreum, –
fathers, –, , –, 
children and, 
potestas and, –
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felicitas, –
res publica and, –

felicité, 
felicity, –
female citizens, –, –
female rule, –
femininity, –, 

nature and, 
filiifamilias, –, –
Filmer, Robert, –, –, –
De finibus (Cicero), –
fiume rovinoso, 
Florence, –, , , , –, –, , –,

, –, 
Bruni and, 
Florentine political language, 
ruling elite in, –

Florentinus, , 
Fortuna, –, 

Discorsi and, 
Machiavelli and, –, , –, 
virtù and, –, –

fortune, –
Machiavelli and, –
material, –

Fortune is a Woman (Pitkin), 
forum, 
The Foundations of Modern Political Thought

(Skinner), 
France, –, , –, –, , , ,

, , –, , 
Francogallia (Hotman), –, –
Franklin, Julian, –
free people, , , –
French polity, –
French Renaissance, –
friendship, –, –, , , –

Bodin on holy flame of, –
domestic, 
Lefèvre d’Étaples and, 
Machiavelli on city and, , –
maintaining, –
marital friendship, 
marriage and, –, 
as means to power, 
visual representation of, 

frui Deo, –

Gaius, –, 
Gallic argument, –
gender, , –, –, 

Bodin and, –
citizenship and, –
gendered realities, –
liberty and, –

politics, gendered understanding of
mechanisms of, –

relationships, –, 
modern, 

sovereignty and, –
Germany, –
Gibbon, Edward, 
Giesey, Ralph, 
Gilbert, Allan H., 
Giles of Rome, 
giovani nobili, 
glory, –
good life, –, –, 

city and, –
Le Roy and, 
marriage and, –

grand dichotomy, –
greed, –
Greek and Roman political philosophy, , –
Guicciardini, Francesco, , , 

Machiavelli and, 
gynaecocratia, 

Habermas, Jürgen, 
Hale, John, 
Hanley, Sarah, –, 
happiness, –

Aristotle and, –
Bodin and, –
commonwealth and, –
household and, –
Nicomachean Ethics and, –

hatred, –
Hausväterliteratur, 
Hegel, G. W. F., 
hereditary rulers, –
hierarchy, –, –
highest good, 
Historiae florentini populi (Bruni), 
Hobbes, Thomas, –
honestum, –
Hörnqvist, Mikael, 
Hotman, François, –, –, 
household, , –, , . See also domus;

oikos
city and, –, –, –
Acciaiuoli on, –

community of, –
constitution of, –
happiness and, –
highest good and, 
monarchy and, –
politics and, –, 
prioritas over city, 
ruling, 
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Huguenot theory, –
Human Condition (Arendt), 
husband, –, –, , –

Aristotle on, 
Bruni on, 
law and, 
potestas of, –
power of, –
Roman Law and, –
sovereignty of, –
wives exalted relationship with, –

identitas, 
imitation, –, –
immorality, –
imperium, , , –, , , –.

See also merum imperium; summum
imperium

Bodin and, –
conjugal rule and, –
domestic, 
external, 
marital, –
Montecatini and, 
of pater familias, , 
potestas and, –
private rule and, 
public, 

inclusion, –
inequality, –
inimicizia, 
innovazione, 
Institutes/ Institutiones (Gaius), –, ,



Institutes/ Institutiones (Justinian), –,


De institutione feminae Christianae (Vives), 
De inventione (Cicero), 
Istorie Fiorentine (Machiavelli), , –
Italian city-states, –
Italian humanism, –
Italian political thought, 
Italian Renaissance, –
ius vitae necisque, , –
iusta nuptia, 

Jacourt, Chevalier, –
Jaeger, Werner, 
Joseph, –
justice, , –, , , 
Justinian, –, , –

kingship, , 
kinship-relations, 
Klapisch-Zuber, Christiane, –

Knolles, Richard, 
Kuehn, Thomas, –

Landesvater, 
law, –, –, –. See also Roman Law
canon law, , –, –, –
community and, 
divine law, –
family and, –
husband and, 
legibus solutus, –
Machiavelli and, 
natural law, –, –, –, 
philosophy and, –
power and, 
wives and, 

Le Jay, François, –
Le Roy, Louis, –, –, , 
Aristotle and, –, –
Bodin and, –
good life and, 
police and, –
on Politics, –, –
république and, 

Lee, Daniel, 
Lefèvre d’Étaples, Jacques, , , –, ,

–

Bruni and, –, 
friendship and, 
on Politics, 
on women, 

leges coniugales, 
De legibus (Cicero), 
De legibus connubialibus (Tiraqueau), ,

–

legibus solutus, –
libertas, –
liberty, –, –, –, 
Lives of Dante and Petrarch (Bruni), –
Livy, –, –
Locke, John, –
Lombard, Peter, –
love, –, –
emergence of state and, –
family and, –
for liberty, –
marriage and, –
parental, –
Stoic teachings and, 

Lucretius, –, 
Luther, Martin, –

Machiavelli, Niccolò, , , –, –, .
See also specific texts

Albergati and, 
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Machiavelli, Niccolò (cont.)
Alberti and, –
anti-republican sentiments and, –
Arendt and, 
children and, 
civic education and, 
common good and, 
corruzione and, –
on creativity, –
Fabius Maximus and, –
Fortuna and, –, –, 
fortune and, –
on friendship and city, , –
Giles of Rome and, 
Guicciardini and, 
on law, 
liberty and, –, 
Lucius Junius Brutus and, 
marriage and, 
masculinity and, –
misogyny and, –
Palmieri and, –
Polybius and, –
principi naturali and, –
republics and, 
sociability and, 
tyranny and, –
uomo nuovo and, –
virtù and, , –
women and, , –

Machiavellian Moment (Pocock), 
Machiavelli’s Prince and its forerunners (Gilbert),



manus, –, 
mapping, 
marriage, , , –, –, –, –

Acciaiuoli and, –
Aristotle and, –, –
Bodin and, –, –, –
Cicero on, –
city and, 
civic life and, 
Digest and, 
equality and, –
friendship and, –, 
good life and, –
indissolubility of, 
intermarriages between ruling families, 
legitimate, 
love and, –
Machiavelli and, 
manus and, –
marital friendship, 
marital imperium, –
marital power, 

mothers and, 
nature of, –
Oeconomica and, , –
politics and, –, –, –, –
Politics and, –
power and, –
Roman Law and, –
rule and, –
structure of, 
summum imperium and, 
women and, 

Marso, Pietro, –, –
Cicero and, –
Nicomachean Ethics and, 
rape of the Sabines, –

Mary, –
masculinity, , –, 
materfamilias, –, –
matrimonium iustum, –
Maturanzio, Francesco, –, –
Medici, Lorenzo di, 
Melanchthon, Philip, 
merum imperium, –
Metaphysics (Aristotle), , , –
Methodus ad facilem historiarum cognitionem

(Bodin), –, –, –, 
misogyny, –, –
moderatores civitatum, –
modern state, , 
modo di vivere, 
monarchia, –
monarchie royale, –
monarchy, –, –, , –

absolute, 
household and, –
pater familias and, 
Rome and, 
sovereignty, monarchical, –

Montecatini, Antonio, , , –, –,
, –

morality, –, –
moral active philosophy, –
moral philosophy, 

More, Thomas, –, 
mothers, , , , , 

natural law, –, –, –, 
natural sociability, , –
nature, , –, –, 
needs, –
neo-Roman, 
Nicomachean Ethics (Aristotle), –, , –,

, 
Argyropoulos translation of, –
friendship and justice in, –
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happiness and, –
Marso and, 
Maturanzio and, –
Melanchthon and, 
philia and, 
Politics and, –

Nifo, Agostino, –
non-citizens, 

obedience, –, 
Oeconomica (Aristotle), , –, –, ,



Bruni and, –, , 
Cicero and, 
city and, 
commentaries on, –
marriage and, , –
opening of, 

oeconomics, , , –, –, –
Bodin and, –
Bruni on politics and, –
community and, –
politics and, , 
public, –
state and, 

De officiis (Cicero), , –, , , –
Aristotle and, 
cardinal virtues and, 
first book of, 
Marso and, –
Varro and, –

oikeiosis, –, 
oikonomikē, –
oikos, , –
Oratio Pro Flacco (Cicero), 
Orsi family, –

Palmieri, Matteo, , –, –
children and, –
education and, 
Machiavelli and, –

parental love, –
parricidia, –
Pasquier, Étienne, –
paterfamilias, –, –, , –, –,

–, –, –, –, ,
–

Bodin and, 
command of, 
imperium of, 
monarchy and, 
potestas and, –
summum imperium and, –

paternal power, –, 
paternal sovereignty, –

patria potestas, –, , 
Bodin and, , 
manus and, –
power of, –
Rome and, –

Patriarcha (Filmer), –, –
Patriarchalism in Political Thought (Schochet),

–

Patricius, Franciscus, 
patrisfamilias, 
Périon, Joachim, –, , , –
perpetual principate, 
personalised city, 
Petrarch, –, 
philia, 
philosophy, –. See also practical philosophy
activa philosophia, –
active philosophy, –
Greek and Roman political philosophy,

, –
moral active philosophy, –
moral philosophy, 
women as philosophers, 

Physics (Aristotle), –, –
Pitkin, Hanna Fenichel, 
Plato, 
Bodin and, –
community of property and, 

plena potestas, 
plenitudo potestatis, 
Pocock, J. G. A., , , –, –
police, –, 
polis, , , –, –
politeia, –, , –, 
Politeia (Plato), 
political animal, –
political community, , , –, ,

–. See also polis
classical values of, 
domestic sphere and, 
good of, 
material dimension of, 
moral underpinnings of, –, 
needs of, 
origins of, –, , , , –, –
rule in, 
sense of belonging to, –
stable, 

politics, , –, –
Bodin and, –, 
Bruni on oeconomics and, –
civitas and, 
domestic life and, 
domus and, 
family and, 
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politics (cont.)
gendered understanding of mechanisms of,

–

household and, –, 
marriage and, –, –, –, –
as masculinity, 
modern understanding of, 
nature of, –
oeconomics and, , 
of private sphere, –
singularity of, 
Les Six livres de la République and, 
women excluded from political participation,

–

Politics (Aristotle), –, –, , ,
–, 

Acciaiuoli on, –
Albergati on, –
Bodin on, –
commentaries on, , –, –, , ,

, –
Segni on, –

French translation of, –
on husbands and wives, 
Le Roy on, –, –
Lefèvre d’Étaples on, 
marriage and, –
Marso on, –
Maturanzio on, 
nature of rule and, 
Nicomachean Ethics and, –
Les Six livres de la République and, –
structure of government and, –

politikos, 
polity, –, –

desire for, –
French, –
res publica and, 

Polybius, –, 
popular sovereignty, –
potestas, , –. See also patria potestas

of fathers, –
of husbands, –
imperium and, –
manus and, 
paterfamilias and, –
paternal, –
plena, 
summa potestas, –

power, –, 
Adam and, –
Bodin and, 
conjugal, , 
friendship as means to, 
of husband, –

law and, 
marital power, 
marriage and, –
paternal, –, 
of patria potestas, –
public, –
sovereign power, , , –

practical philosophy, , , 
circular scheme of, –
Giles of Rome and, 

praesidentia civilis, –
prince, , –, –, –

as Landesvater, 
nature of, –
vivere libero and, –

Il Principe (Machiavelli), –, –
principe naturale, –
principe virtuoso, –
priority, , 
prius, 
private sphere

of commonwealth, 
politics of, –
public sphere and, –
women and, , 

Procopius, –
procreation, –

commonwealth and, 
république and, –

property, , –, , , , –,


community of, –
protection, , –, , –,

–

protestant reformation, –, 
Psalms, –
public power, –
public sphere, , , –

oeconomics and, –
private sphere and, –

Quattrocento, , –, 
quid facit matrimonium, 

rape of Lucretia, –
rape of the Sabines, –
reason, , –, –, –, –,

–

Aristotelian reasoning, –
obedience and, 
Roman reasoning, –
speech and, 

De regime principum (Colonna), 
De regno (Patricius), 
regnum, 
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religion, –, , , , –
Renaissance commentators, , , , , ,



Republic (Plato), –, , 
republica, –
De Republica libri sex (Bodin), –, 
republicanism, , –, –, –
republics, , , , –, –, ,



res familiaris, –, –
res publica, , –, , –, 

Bodin and, –
Cicero and, –
citizens’ relationship to, 
civitas and, , –, , –, 
communal elements of, –
conjugal rule and, –
corporatist nature of, –
death of, 
droit gouvernement and, –
family and, –
felicitas and, –
function of, –
polity and, 
res familiaris and, –, –
rule over, –

res publica christiana, –
Riario, Girolamo, –
Ricordi Politici e Civili (Guicciardini), 
rightful order, –
Roman Law, , –, –, , –

Bodin and, –, –
French customs and, –
husbands and, –
marriage and family and, –
slavery and, –
summa potestas and, 
wives and, –

Roman political thought, 
Roman reasoning, –
Romani iuri interpretes, –
Rome, –, –

citizenship and, –
downfall of Roman Empire, , –
founding of, –
monarchy and, 
patria potestas and, –
virtù and, –
wives in, –

Rorty, Amelie, –
royalism, –
rule, –, –, 

Aristotle on, 
Bodin and, 
conjugal, –
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